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MK 18/18S
NEW

Thread saving - revolutionary design to reduce 
thread waste

= Up to 20% extra buttons per cone over any other 
button wrapping machine.  

Automatic waste extraction 

= Less downtime due to cleaning and maintenance.

Unique high speed threading of machine 

= Simple and fast change of colours
 
App control 

= User friendly machine control, diagnostics, 
production data etc. from a mobile phone

Available in two versions

MK 18S - Standard version of the machine which is perfect for most standard button shank 
wrapping applications. Lean design ensures that this is the ultimate standard wrapping 
machine

MK 18 - Universal machine that incorporates a button holding mechanism so that long 
shanks and shank buttons can be wrapped.

The APP home screen displays all current variables such as the number 
of wraps and the program number. From this home screen  the operator 
or technician can then access a number of different functions such as 
counters, diagnostics and machine settings.

Production data, software updates, parts lists and the technical manual 
will also be available via the APP.
 

Automatic button
shank wrapping machine
Compact And Portable

MK18 shown with 
mobile phone



One of the most visible and obvious areas of quality on a garment is the button attachment. If a button 
falls off the garment is compromised as is the image of the brand. Conventional sewing thread solutions 
for button security are messy and unreliable and do not prevent buttons from falling off. The MMS button 
securing system has been designed and developed over  20  years  to  provide  the  finest  solution  for 
ensuring that buttons will not fall off a garment.

The extent of our Thread Range

MMS TF button shank 
wrapping thread 2016 version

11-37490                                      Shirley

Development also continues on the thread 
and MMS TF Thread just got even better!

An extra 2g of thread on the cone for the 
same price (now 22g as standard)
 
Increased elasticity meaning more gripping 
force and more buttons!
 
Enhanced bonding component for 
guaranteed security even on high wash 
garments
 
Extra 10 colours in the range 
- now 70 standard colours
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